ABSTRACT A new architecture is developed for an integrated 20 Gbps fiber optic Local Area Network (LAN) that supports data rates up to 9.6 Gbps. The architecture does not follow the standard, vertically-oriented Open System Interconnection (OSI) layering approach of other LANs. Instead, a horizontally-oriented model is introduced for the communication process to open up the three fundamental bottlenecks, i.e., opto-electronic, service and processing bottlenecks, that occur in a multi-Gbps integrated communication over multiwavelength optical networks. Furthermore, the design follows also a new concept called Wavelength-Dedicated-to-Application (WDA) concept in opening up the opto-electronic and service bottlenecks. Separate, simplified and application-oriented protocols supporting both circuitand packet-switching are used to open up the processing bottleneck.
Introduction
An urgent need exists to design and implement a multi-Gbps LAN capable of supporting a wide range of applications generating different isochronous and nonisochronous traffic with arbitrary bit rates. The increasing demand for high bandwidth networking, under increasingly strict performance constraints, has posed fundamental challenges to LAN design and implementation. In particular, the introduction of fiber optic technology has resulted in a substantial increase in the amount of potentially usable bandwidth. Due to this, the performance bottleneck is no longer the transmission channel, but rather the network nodes. Three fundamental bottlenecks exist: the opto-electronic, service and processing bottlenecks. In a multiGbps LAN environment, these bottlenecks must be handled in order to achieve the optimal performance.
Although the optical fiber technology may support traffic with capacities up to Terabps, the electronic components at the network nodes typically operate at rates only up to about 1 Gbps, which drastically limits the total throughput. For instance, new systems being designed and developed to take advantage of the lightwave technology, such as the FDDI, DQDB, HIPPI and ATM in combination with the SONET, are of architectures that do not take advantage of the lightwave technology capabilities. These networks are inherently limited by the use of electronic components at stations, resulting in performance hindrance and inefficient resource utilization.
Many approaches exist for defeating the opto-electronic bottleneck. One approach is the "multi-hop" architecture, which makes use of a new network architecture to achieve high capacity with existing devices. This architecture is used by several proposed networks, including the Manhattan Street Network, Shufflenet and Lightnet [l] . A drawback of this, however, is the so-called "deloading factor" that occurs in the case of nonuniform load patterns and fixed routing. The load imbalance causes throughput per station to be reduced by a factor of 30 -50% as compared to the balanced load situation 121. Alternatively, different adaptive (self-routing) mechanisms can be used in the spectral domain t o compensate for variable traffic intensities and/or patterns [31. Nevertheless, such architectures pose difficult problems of routing to reduce wasting of bandwidth resource and to provide the requested Quality of Service (QoS).
Another approach (so-called Wavelength-Dedicated-to-User) is to use a pure Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) technique for transmission in combination with some form of WDM, TDM or SDM for switching [41. Examples of networks using this include Lambdanet, Hypass, Bhypass switches, the photonic knockout switch and the star track switch [l] . Although these networks support multi-Gbps traffic rates, they have fundamental difficulties when using distributed control. These networks have generally a star topology with a central (passive) node to and from which all communication must occur, and each user transmits its information on an unique wave-0-7803-1820-X/94 $4.00 0 1994 IEEE 291 length. When setting up a connection, the transmitter and the receiver must be tuned to the same wavelength. Several solutions are proposed in the literature, but they are time-consuming and cause high access delays [ l , 41. Moreover, the wavelength switching is a time-consuming process as well. Thus, there is an urgent need for a better WDM architecture to effectively share the optical bandwidth on optical fiber between various users with diverse and conflicting traffic requirements.
The service bottleneck occurs between the MAC and the higher layers, and refers to the difficulties in providing the requested Quality of Service (&OS) for all traffic classes, which compete for common transport resources. This bottleneck arises from the fact that the incoming traffic is highly heterogeneous in its characteristics, having performance requirements with different and conflicting bandwidth demands, holding times and call arrival rates. Moreover, each traffic type may differ in their admissable access and transit delays, end-toend loss sensitivities, etc. Apart from the heterogeneity in bandwidth demands, the main network task expected by an isochronous service is the isochronicity in the data transport, i.e., bounded delay and jitter for isochronous (real or virtual) connections. On the other hand, the variety of computer applications models leads to a large number of performance requirements on the underlying transport network for nonisochronous traffic. The communications models for such traffic are based on different delay/throughput trade-offs, and they must generally provide an error-free data delivery.
Ideally, "uniform control mechanisms" should be used for the transport of traffic across the optical media, which is difficult to realize. For example, different types of problems must be solved when mixed broadband traffic is carried over ATM networks. These are mainly connected with the complexity of statistical multiplexing, network congestion under peak traffic loads and interference among user-traffic classes.
One of the most severe performance bottlenecks in computer communications is caused by the slow (software) processing versus high-speed transmissions, which we call the processing bottleneck. This bottleneck has two components in terms of the increased ratios of (software) processing time to celVpacket transmission time and of propagation delay to celVpacket transmission time. The first component means that there is not enough processing power available to handle the immense amounts of data on optical fiber, whereas large bandwidth-delay products mean that critical problems of management (connection establishment, resource allocation, etc.), flow control and error handling are introduced. The overall effects are significant bandwidth waste and a degrading of network throughput and latency [51. Therefore, simpler and better control mechanisms for connection management, flow control, error handling, etc., are required in high-speed networks. They must be capable of managing large data flows in transit over the network, so that the throughput is restricted only by the source capacity o r the sink ability of the end hosts. Furthermore, the network latency should be minimized for delaysensitive applications such as used in parallel and distributed environments.
In this paper we propose a novel architectural solution called NEMESIS that is an integrated multi-Gbps optical LAN and is aimed to opening up all bottlenecks mentioned before. The NEMESIS architecture is the extended and enhanced version of the SUPERLAN architecture presented in [6, 71. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we present the fundamental design issues of the new architecture. In section 3 we introduce the architecture ofthe NEMESIS. In section 4 we present the Media Access Control (MAC) protocols for NEMESIS and together with preliminary performance results based on analytical modeling. In section 5 we conclude the paper.
In the design of NEMESIS we do not follow the standard layering approach of other LANs. Our preliminary investigations indicated that the vertically-oriented OS1 model standard may not be suitable for a multi-Gbps network environment. Therefore, we use a so-called horizontally-oriented communication model. Our network model is capable of reducing the effects of the bottlenecks mentioned above.
We use a WDM architecture for NEMESIS that is based on the concept of Wavelength-Dedicated-to-Application (WDA). Such a n architectural model offers the choice of performance restricted by optics, and less by electronics or processing. We use separate, simplified and application-oriented protocols to support both packet-and circuit-switching.
Horizontally-Oriented Protocol Layering Concept
We advance an alternative solution to the traditional model of carrying diverse services through separate networks. We propose a new model for multiwavelength-based optical networks in which time-synchronous channels placed in different wavelengths are dedicated to different applications and control mechanisms according to their traffic characteristics. The main impact of this novel architecture is the change of the seven-layer, vertically-oriented OS1 model to a four layer horizontally-oriented model, as shown in Fig. 1 . The protocol functions involved in a communication process are combined into a single layer (Communication Layer), which is horizontally structured. Examples of horizontal functions F 1 -Fn involved in the communication process are encryption, multiaccess mechanisms, flow control, error handling, session management, etc. Generally, some functions are mutually independent, i.e., they can be performed independently of each other, and thus, they can be executed simultaneously. This concept leads us to a parallel model for integrated communication over multiwavelength optical networks. The structural parallelism results in a better latency performance of the communication process, as it is determined now by the slowest function rather than the sum of the processing delays for each layer, as in standard OS1 model. As a result, throughput is improved accordingly. Our new model has other advantages, such as the choice of removing redundant functions, to reduce processing overhead and increase processing rates, implementing the protocol stack in customized hardware/multiprocessor architectures, etc.
The Wavelength-Dedicated-to-Application Concept
We use this concept to open up the opto-electronic interface bottleneck. We no longer dedicate wavelengths to different users, but instead to different applications, such as isochronous traffic, nonisochronous traffic, dedicated control mechanisms for media access, flow control, network clock distribution, etc. The users have permanent access to all wavelengths of interest on fiber. We dedicate at least two wavelengths to each application or traffic class, i.e., a very high capacity channel to carry the user information traffic and one (or more) low capacity channel(s) to carry control information according to different functions Fi. Time synchronization is provided across the different data streams belonging to the same application, but placed in different wavelengths. Through this concept we can develop a network architecture that is restricted by optics and less by electronics or protocol parameters. We can easily integrate diverse traffic classes and not have any performance degradation of other models proposed before to open up the opto-electronic bottleneck. For instance, there is no need for wavelength agility as in other networks based on the Wavelength-Dedicated-to-User concept. This greatly expands the area of applicability. Fast packet switching services are easily provided without requiring technological breakthrough. Additionally, there is no need for adaptive routing to compensate for variable traffic intensities and/or patterns, as in networks based on the multihop concept. Low latencies and jitter can therefore be provided for the information transport that is advantageous for services with strict time constraints. Finally, this network model has the advantage to dedicate diverse network entities, e.g., functions F;, to a specific application without interfering other applications.
The Separation Concept
This concept states that separate and distinct resources are provided for the transport of different classes of traffic and control traffic in order to open up the service and processing bottlenecks.
We provide separate resources, in different wavelengths, for the transport of different user traffic classes. Due to the large amount of resources available in a multi-Gbps network, the traditional policy, where all user traffic classes compete for a common resource, in time or in wavelength domain, is no longer appropriate. The advantages of this policy, expressed in terms of service flexibility and network efficiency, do not justify the increased complexity of the protocol processing, congestion control and switching. Instead, we suggest to partition the bandwidth resource among user traffic classes and to employ less complex protocols and switches that work under performance constraints based entirely on specific applications.
We also provide separate transmission resources, in different wavelengths, for the transport of information and control traffic. These two data sets have different requirements. The former generally requires high speed and high throughput links, whereas the latter has a higher priority and requires more reliable transmission, e.g., congestion-free, minimum error rate, etc. The traditional method for integrating control and signaling traffic together with information traffic in the same TDM frame/cell is no longer sufficient. The old solution suffers mainly because of the limited bandwidth available for the control channels. For instance, the maximum achievable throughput in a WDM network based on the traditional model is limited by the product of the packetlcell length of information and the bit rate of the control channel (electronic limits), and not by technological limitations on optical fibers (optical limits) [81.
The Synchronization Principle
This principle states that temporal relationships are provided across different data streams belonging to the same application, but placed on different wavelengths. The feasibility of the WavelengthDedicated-to-Application concept depends heavily on the synchronization issue. Synchronization is also a significant requirement for future multimedia applications. Generally, there are three levels of synchronization identified for ultimate presentation of multimedia objects to the users. The temporal composition of two (or more) concurrent objects occurs on the application and window manager layer (user interaction level), on the object composition level (presentation and scheduling/session of objects), and on the transport level (end-toend synchronization capabilities). The synchronization concept specifies that this multilayered synchronization model is mapped onto the integrated network model shown in Fig. 1 , for the provision of needed synchronization capabilities across the horizontal functions F1 -Fn. On a low level, the transport system must provide a local synchronization (station-to-station) and a global synchronization (network synchronization). On a high level, temporal relationships must be provided between different objects.
The Principle of Performance Optimization
This principle is proposed to open up the service and processing bottlenecks. It states that the network entities supporting the communication process need to be application-specific designated to optimize different user performance criteria of interest. Examples of network entities involved in a communication process are (virtual) topology, resource management, diverse control tasks (MAC, flow control, error handling), transmission and switching schemes, etc.
The Architecture of the NEMESIS
NEMESIS is an integrated multi-Gbps LAN where data rates up to 9.6 Gbps are provided in every data channel (isochronous or nonisochronous), for a variable number of stations (up to at least 50) and a total network throughput of about 20 Gbps. Electronic logic speeds of 100 Mbps and processing speeds up to 20 -30 MIPS are considered in design. The total user traffic on the network is separated into two classes, isochronous and nonisochronous, each of which being allocated two, respectively more wavelengths.
A WDM architecture is considered in design that is based on the The master station So provides functions for network supervision, e.g., determination of temporal frames sizes, clock and frame generation and total loop-length adjustments, as well as functions for network operation control, e.g., resource allocation for isochronous traffic and network management. In contrast, the ordinary stations S, -S, have functions in providing communication channels for their (local) traffic. Any ordinary station may transmit and receive simultaneously on both data channels and control channels.
The network is composed of eight logically separate subnetworks, but provides users with t h e functionality of a single, integrated multi-Gbit/s network. It makes use of eight parallel, wavelength-separated channels with time synchronization provided among subnetworks belonging to the same user-traffic class, as described below:
The w-cl Subnetwork This subnetwork provides the distribution of the basic network clock. A logical bus topology is used, where the master station generates a basic clock signal of 100 Mhz, and the other stations extract this clock signal and use it for proper network operation. The w-isod Isochronous Data Subnetwork This subnetwork has a maximum capacity of 9.6 GbitJs and provides the transfer of isochronous (user) traffic. It has a virtual ring topology. The transmission form is by "fictive" TDM frames of constant temporal length (125 Clsec), and with variable-capacity, fixed-time slots. An integer number of frames is provided on ring with the help of a variable-delay register (elastic buffer) in the master station. There are 12500 time slots in a 125 psec frame. There is no frame synchronization header in frames. Slots are 10 nsec long, and every slot provides a variable capacity ranging from 8 kbit/s to 768 kbit/s (so-called universal time slots). The total number n of (fixed-time) bits in each time slot can vary. However, the actual number of bits in each time slot is decided only in terms of the bandwidth need of the particular call allocated to that slot. There is no explicit reading of addresses in the block of user information data, since they are implicitly contained in the slot positions in each frame, which are decided through a call setup procedure. Also, a full-duplex scheme is used in allocation of data slots in the w-iso-d channel to a call.
The w-niso-d Nonisochronous Data Subnetwork This sub-
network has a fixed rate of 9.6 Gbitls and provides the transfer of nonisochronous user information. It is a subnetwork similar to the w-iso-d subnetwork, but with fixed-capacity, fixed-time slots. The slot length is of 10 nsec duration, but each slot carries now a fixed number of bits corresponding to the subnetwork bit rate (i.e., n = 96 bits). Furthermore, the temporal frame size in w-nisod and, accordingly, the number of time slots in a frame is adjustable and it is decided according to delay-throughput needs of different nonisochronous traffic carried. However, constant-length TDM frames are used in operation. Also, a destination removal scheme is used for removing transmitted data from w-niso-d. The w-iso-c Isochronous Control Subnetwork This subnetwork has a fixed capacity of 100 Mbit/s and supports resource allocation (MAC) information flows and connection management (signaling) flows for isochronous traffic. It is a subnetwork running in a time-synchronous fashion with the w-iso-d subnetwork. A virtual bus topology is used. A synchronous transport mode with constantlength TDM frames is used. A train of 125 psec TDM frames with 100
Mbit/s bit rate and (a + 2) time slots in a frame flows continuously along the subnetwork, originating and ending a t the master station. The first slot serves as a frame synchronization header. The next a time slots contain various network control information for actual communication among the network users. They provide the transport of special dedicated control units, called cells, and the number a is chosen according to the media access mechanism for isochronous traffic. The last time slot, the trailer, is used for auxiliary functions (data stream synchronization, reservation bits, etc.). Because of fairness reasons, each station has (free) access to only a limited number of time slots in a frame.
The w-niso-c Nonisochronous Control Subnetwork This subnetwork has a fixed capacity of 100 Mbit/s and supports resource allocation (MAC) information flows and connection management flows for nonisochronous traffic. It runs in a time-synchronous fashion with the w-niso-d subnetwork. A virtual ring topology is used. A synchronous transport mode with constant-length TDM frames is used, where the frame size is exactly the same as the w-nix-a! frame. Also, the form of the w-niso-c frame is similar to that of the w-iso-c frame. It contains (b + 2) time slots. The first time slot is used for frame synchronization, the next b time slots are used for the transport of control information (cells) and the last trailer slot is used for auxiliary functions. Similar to w-iso_c, the number of time slots that can be accessed by each station in a frame is limited. This number is decided according to the fairness criterion adopted for w-niso-c. Also, a source removal scheme is used for the removal of transmitted cells from w-niso-c.
The w-err Subnetwork This is used for the error handling of nonisochronous data. A redundant transmission scheme is used for error correction, and where the error handling is done "on the fly" at the slot arrival.
The wflc Subnetwork This subnetwork supports flow control functions for nonisochronous data. Preventive, (open-loop) flow control mechanisms are dedicated to individual applications to prevent long-term overflow of the end buffers. Also, short-term overflow is handled by using a double-threshold configuration for the end buffers. Accordingly, the wflc channel is used to provide the transport of flow control messages on a collision-free basis. The w-mng Subnetwork This subnetwork is used for network management purposes, with particular reference to fault management. In addition to fault management, other functions incorporated in the network management entity are performance management, configuration management, diverse auxiliary functions, etc. The most important functions, however, are those connected with the "realtime" detection and correction of faults, as well as activation, deactivation and setting of diverse parameters needed for a proper operation of the network. All these subnetworks are integrated a t the transmission level, i.e., they share common transmission facilities between switching nodes, but maintain separate facilities for media access and buffering resources inside the stations. Ordinary stations are connected, a t a minimum, to the w-cl and w-mng subnetworks and, according to their service needs, they may be connected to the other subnetworks as well.
Media Access Protocols
A specific solution is advanced for the MAC protocol in a WDA architecture. According to this, each traffic class/application is provided with its own simple, low-speed, application-oriented MAC protocol, with no interference from other applications. The MAC protocols are of type reservation and they are separated in wavelength domain. Their main parameters are chosen based entirely on application needs of interest. Two control channels, w-iso-c and w-niso-c, placed in two distinct wavelengths, are dedicated to multiaccess mechanisms for isochronous, and nonisochronous traffic.
Media Access Protocols for Isochronous Traffic
We develop a Connection-Oriented (CO) procedure with a centralized MAC protocol. We provide a contention resolution of type blocking. The three phases in a CO procedure are supported by differe n t subnetworks in NEMESIS, i.e., the connection and the termination phases by the w-iso-c control subnetwork, and the data transfer by the w-iso-d isochronous data subnetwork. In the first phase, we consider unknown statistics for isochronous traffic. We use admission control on the call level, based on the use of peak rate for different isochronous traffic classes, both CBR and VBR. We partition the isochronous bandwidth resource available in the w-iso-d data subnetwork (up to 9.6 Gbps) into separate bandwidth pools, dedicated to different isochronous traffic classes, so as to provide equalization of the blocking probabilities (i.e., fairness) among different traffic with different offered loads and bandwidth requirements. We achieve this on the basis of a multidimensional Engset loss formula [9] . Dynamic resource allocation policies are considered in order to provide a better blocking performance. We also consider separation of CBR from VBR traffic (in time o r wavelength) and investigate admission control mechanisms based on statistical multiplexing.
The ordinary station S;isO is modeled by a multiqueue system with a single cyclic server for the transmission side, and a buffer and two servers for the receiving side. A head-of-line (HOL) non-preemptive M/D/l model with three queues is used to model the transmission side. These queues are dedicated to disengagement requests (priority 21, signaling messages (priority 3) and requests for call setup (priority 4). The highest priority in the transmit multiqueue is given to the incoming upstream traffic, i.e., the incoming control cells from the w-iso-c channel that are not addressed to that station, and therefore go further to the next station.
The master station So has a fork-join model, where the different incoming cells are differentiated, processed, and joined for further transmission onto the w-iso-c channel. Four servers and four queues are used to model the master station. The join model has a HOL nonpreemptive M/D/1 form, with two queues. These queues are dedicated to signaling messages (priority 1) and MAC messages (priority 2).
The call setup delay time for an isochronous call includes [91: the queueing delay at the ordinary station; the access time a t the ordinary station, i.e., the time taken for the first elementlee11 in queue to get its first free (temporal) slot in w-iso_c; the transmission times at the ordinary and master stations; the transmission delays to and from the master station, including the propagation delay on optical fiber and cross-station delays through the intermediate stations; the queueing delay a t the master station; the processing time at the master station; and the synchronization latency between the data channel w-isod and the control channel w-iso-c. Figure 2 shows the variation of the expected call setup delay time with the processing time in the master station TMS (expressed in terms of the time-slot unit in w-iso-c mctr = 740 nsec), for different numbers n of stations available on the ring and a control cell size of 74 bitdcell. A long distance of 1.5 km is assumed between stations.
Good performance results are obtained for call setup delay times such that they do not exceed 1.5 msec even for extreme conditions such as assuming long distance between stations, maximum number of stations, high arrival rates for call setup requests, and large processing times in master station to serve the requests for call setup. Also, it is seen from this figure that there is no congestion in the w-iso-c channel, and delay requirements are well fulfilled. A large reserve of processing capability is available in the master station to develop specific mechanisms for resource partitioning according to different blocking requirements [91. For the nonisochronous traffic we use a Connectionless (CL) procedure with a distributed MAC protocol working a t a packet level, and with a congestion-tolerant mechanism based on dynamic resource management. The two phases of a CL communication procedure are supported by different subnetworks, i.e., the connection establishment (MAC decision) by w-niso-c channel, and the data transfer by U-niso-d channel.
To provide minimum access delay, a fast reservation scheme is used for the MAC protocol. Also, in order to provide bounded delay and jitter requirements for loss-free nonisochronous traffic, we suggest a new approach for congestion control and bandwidth allocation, which is of the Rate Controlled Admission with Priority Scheduling Service type [9] . We call this Dynamic Time Sharing (DTS). This approach is based on guaranteeing specific traffic parameters (bandwidth requirements) through a policer/shaper unit, and then optimizing the bandwidth assignment, within the network, for specific parameters of interest (like delay or jitter, and loss). The optimization process is based on the parameters guaranteed by the shaper. A batch admission policy is used a t the edges of the network according to a specific framing strategy to follow the traffic characteristics (e.g., peak bandwidth) of different traffic classes. On the other hand, another framing (congestion control) strategy is used within the network, which is based on different (delayAoss) requirements of the traffic classes. Proper management of bandwidth and buffer resources is provided in every (switch) node of the network, such as to guarantee the diverse performance of interest, regardless of traffic statistics, network size and transmission speed. We also consider segregation of the nonisochronous traffic classes in the wavelength domain, and with distinct multiaccess mechanisms.
A nonisochronous station Simso has different, and distinct, multiqueue systems that are dedicated to serve cells in w-niso-c, and data messages in w-niso-d.
A HOL non-preemptive M/D/1 model, with a single cyclic server and I queues, is used to model the transmit multiqueue system in the control channel. These queues are dedicated to request cells for data transport of different priorities, as requested by the local hosts. The highest priority in this multiqueue is given to incoming upstream traffic, i.e., incoming control cells from the w-niso-c channel.
A HOL preemptive M/G/1 model, with a cyclic server and a number of 21 queues, is used to model the transmit multiqueue system in the data channel. Every subclass of traffic is dedicated two specific queues, one for local traffic, and the other for transit traffic. Besides these, there is one more set of buffers, the receive multiqueue system, to serve the incoming data messages that are addressed to hosts connected to that station.
The end-to-end delay, for a messagehatch of class k (where k = 1 to Z), has two components, i.e., the MAC delay and the transport delay in data channel w-niso-d [91. The MAC delay includes: the queueing delay for the control cell; the access time a t the control transmit multiqueue, i.e., the time taken for the first cell in queue to get its (free) temporal slot in w-niso-c; the transmission delay for the control cell; the synchronization latency between the control and data channels; and the access time for the data message (including the transmission delay for the specific data message). The transport delay has two components related to the propagation delay on optical fiber and the cross-node delays through the intermediate stations.
Figures 3 to 5 show the variation of the expected end-to-end delay for three classes of nonisochronous traffic. These classes of traffic correspond to applications of type Remote Procedure Call -RPC (class of priority 11, Demand Paging -DP (class of priority 2), and (bulk) data files (class of priority 3). Distributions of the type (truncated) exponential are considered for the batch sizes. The novelty of NEMESIS is given mainly by the concept of allocating different wavelengths to different applications according to their traffic characteristics, thereby making use, in a better way, of the abundant bandwidth available in the fiber. The performance results clearly indicate the feasibility of this new concept, as a candid a t e for t h e f u t u r e m u l t i -g i g a b i t c o m m u n i c a t i o n over multiwavelength optical networks. Such a n architectural model offers the choice of performance restricted by optics, and less by electronics or processing. It offers the choice of reducing the latency in communication to limits which are commensurable with those given by the propagation delay on fiber. Real-time services, with specified delay and bandwidth requirements, can be easily provided. Simple and low-processing application-oriented protocols are used, with no interference among user-traffic classes. It is therefore very suitable for service integration, irrespective of traffic and network conditions. There is no need for technological breakthroughs, no need for wavelength agility, and LAN environments can be easily developed that are capable of supporting large number of supercomputers. The disadvantage of this approach is given mainly by the hardware replication that is needed in every node for each traffic class.
